Year 6 homework ideas – Summer A
Please pick 6 of the activities below (at least 1 from each subject) and hand them in on Wednesdays

Reading

Maths

 Imagine your book is going to be made into a film. Make a
short trailer to advertise it. You could storyboard your
ideas or act it out and have someone at home film you.

 Which multiplication table is this?

 Create a new character for ‘To Kill a Mockingbird’. This
should be a young character, who joins Scout, Dill and Jem in
their mission to get Boo Radley to come out. Draw them and
write a short description explaining what they look like, what
their personality is like and what they contribute to the
story.

 Here is a 6 segment caterpillar
. You decide
on the starting number to go in its head, then follow these simple rules
to get the next numbers: Even = halve it, odd = add one, 1 = stop. Can
you create a caterpillar that is longer than my example? Starting with
a 2 digit number, what is the longest possible caterpillar? Explain.
What is the smallest possible caterpillar? Explain.

A X F = GJ
E X F = DH
C X F = GC
D X F = AB
J X F = HJ

GXF=F
GB X F = FB
F X F = AF
H X F = CH
K X F = HC

Other
 Write a short biography about a musician who had a disability e.g. Beethoven was deaf, the Def Leppard drummer (Rick Allen) only
has one arm, Stevie Wonder is blind. This should be a minimum of 300 words, include images and can be hand written or word
processed.
 Artist, Peter Longstaff, was born with no arms so he paints holding the paintbrush with his toes. Can you create a self-portrait in
the same way?
 Research the 2018 Paralympic athletes. Who do you think is the most inspirational competitor? Why do you think this? Prepare a
short speech (no more than 1 minute) to present your opinion to the rest of the class.
 In science, you are learning about humans and keeping your body healthy. Imagine that PGL are wanting to re-launch their range of
meals…can you design a new menu for three days that includes: breakfast, lunch and dinner options, drinks and desserts. Remember the
meals need to reflect the ‘Eatwell Plate’ we discussed in lessons and be balanced!

